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Overview
Oogi token is one of the meme tokens created on Solana network by the BabyApes Development team. It
was introduced as a meme token for the BabyApesNFT community but with the partnership with Turtle
Launchpad it has now its first utility and there is also an upcoming staking feature of Oogi token.
Backed by the BabyApes community with 22k discord users and 15k followers , the current total holder
of Oogi token is around 10k+ and we are still growing!

Tokenomics
Oogi token Details:
Total Supply: 18,400,000,000.00
Token Address: H7Qc9APCWWGDVxGD5fJHmLTmdEgT9GFatAKFNg6sHh8A
Token Name: OOGI (OOGI)
Network: Solana

Tokenomics Details
The total 18.4 billion supply of Oogi token have been divided and allotted for different purposes listed
below:
●

25% or a total of 4.6 billion Oogi token will be allocated for airdrop:
○

1st airdrop was for BabyApes Minter and we sent 75K Oogi tokens each minter.

○

2nd airdrop is for current BabyApesNFT holders and other nft holders (Degen Ape
Academy, Solana Monkey Business, Thugbirdz, Turtles, Chosen ones and Spookeletons).

○

There will be more airdrops across the Solana ecosystem to help and continue a project
grow.
Airdrop wallet: 7wuoMb25nDx3sneFwfHhRZeTnJ3BPudMLrPs47V38AjC

●

20% or a total of 3.68 billion Oogi tokens, will be made available as the supply of liquidity pools.
This will provide ease and accessibility to people who will trade and swap Oogi tokens on DEXs
/ CEXs (e.g., Dexlab, Raydium).
Liquidity wallet:
CFuWwmcEqv8Y4MMWW8EGDZhtVfWkEgvs7sKD8DMWvtEV

●

15% or a total of 2.76 billion Oogi tokens will be reserved and used for promotions and
marketing. This fund will be used to create awareness for the Oogi tokens and the BabyApes
community so as to attract more users to the project and all it has to offer. Billions of people use
social media daily and this allocation can be used to encourage people to the Web 3.0 platform
and to make them know about this project. It will be used to pay marketers (in terms of Press
Releases which can help produce public brand awareness). By giving some well established
influencers incentives, there will be avenues where BabyApes will be featured on strategic
Podcast Sessions, Exclusive Interviews and Events etc.
Marketing Wallet: EZg8htbCcq6sre2PiebhmyXuRNr1KR3XNzztWZswnuwM

●

5% or a total of 920 million will be allocated for partnerships. This would be used to foster
bridges between different communities, projects and established companies that would be
involved with BabyApes in the future.
Partnership Wallet: JAAhNSVmtmVTk7pqSPSW9tq4JGyz7hPJav7NY86r7NAd

●

25% or a total of 4.6 billion Oogi tokens will be allocated for staking rewards. Decentralized
Exchanges need to have a high supply of Oogi tokens to facilitate effective trades, thus users will
be able to stake their Oogi tokens . Those who stake their Oogi tokens will be earning from this
allocated Oogi reward pool. The higher the staking amount, the higher the reward the user

receives. This will help in the provision of a low slippage trading experience for users who want
to trade and swap on the available decentralized exchanges.
Staking Wallet: 2KoJmjPxGwwi4cdNGe1cKFHXcBSkeF5av6NL11rxdoaN
●

10% or a total of 1.84 billion Oogi tokens will be allocated to BabyApes Development Team.
This will be released to them in the process of time and not at once. Only 0.5% of this 10%
supply can be released monthly. It will take 20 months for it to be fully released to this
development team.
Team Wallet: 2ZRxTwN1hY3YoVknDzKsBHom3kqo8yxVyohAKE3JE1fV

Distribution of Oogi Tokens
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Oogi token Airdrop process
●

Category 1 (For BabyApes Holder):
$OOGI tokens will be airdropped PER BapyApesNFT owned. A total of 150,000 $OOGI tokens
will be airdropped in the course of 2 and a half months. Eligible wallet addresses on the
snapshot list will be receiving 15,000 $OOGI tokens per week. Snapshots will be taken every
week. At the end of 2 and a half months, every BabyApesNFT would have received a total of
150k Oogi Token.

●

Category 2 (For Holders of Degen Apes, SMB, Turtles, Thugbirdz, Spookeleton and Chosen
Ones):
$OOGI tokens airdrop is PER HOLDER. - A total of 25K $OOGI tokens will be airdropped in
the course of 2 and a half months. The eligible wallet addresses on the snapshot list will be
receiving 2,500 $OOGI tokens per week. Unlike the snapshot for BabyApes which is weekly,
the snapshot for this category is only once and it has already been done. (The total eligible
addresses count is 35,612).
For the Category 2 of NFT Holders, with a supply of 25,000 $OOGI for each of the holders, the
following will be the pattern of the airdrop:
●

On Tuesdays: 2,500 $OOGI tokens will be airdropped per week in the course of 2 and a
half months for Degen Apes Academy holders.

●

On Wednesdays: 2,500 $OOGI tokens will be airdropped per week in the course of 2
and a half months for Turtles holders.

●

On Thursdays: 2,500 $OOGI tokens will be airdropped per week in the course of 2 and a
half months for Solana Monkey Business holders.

●

On Fridays: 2,500 $OOGI tokens will be airdropped per week in the course of 2 and a
half months for Thugbirdz holders.

●

On Saturdays: 2,500 $OOGI tokens will be airdropped per week in the course of 2 and a
half months for Spookeletons holders.

●

On Sundays: 2,500 $OOGI tokens will be airdropped per week in the course of 2 and a
half months for Chosen Ones holders.
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** (Note: If you held 3 NFT (e.g., DAA, SMB, Turtles) on the same wallet, it was recorded 3
counts so you will receive a total of 75,000 $OOGI tokens)

Utility and usage of Oogi Token
1. Staking - users will be able to stake their Oogi Token on the available exchanges and
will be rewarded also with Oogi Token from the reward pool. The higher the staking
amount of Oogi Token the higher the reward.
2. Turtle launchpad - Oogi token holder will now have benefits on all upcoming projects
on Turtle Launchpad:
○

10% of the total presale supply for all the turtle launchpad projects will be allocated to
Oogi token holders.

○

You can only use Oogi token on the allocated presale supply and it will be 50% much
cheaper than the original price.

○

Oogi token that was used on buying from the allocated presale supply will be burnt
forever.

We will announce additional utility and usage of Oogi token as we grow and expand our project.

Getting an Oogi token
In case you didn't get an airdrop, there are now several ways to swap and trade Oogi token via the
following exchanges:
1. Raydium:
https://raydium.io/swap/?from=H7Qc9APCWWGDVxGD5fJHmLTmdEgT9GFatAKFNg6sHh8
A&to=EPjFWdd5AufqSSqeM2qN1xzybapC8G4wEGGkZwyTDt1v
2. Dexlab:
https://trade.dexlab.space/#/market/ANUCohkG9gamUn6ofZEbnzGkjtyMexDhnjCwbLDmQ8U
b
3. Solape:
https://solapeswap.io/#/market/ANUCohkG9gamUn6ofZEbnzGkjtyMexDhnjCwbLDmQ8Ub
4. Aldrin: https://dex.aldrin.com/chart/spot/OOGI_USDC
5. Hotbit: https://www.hotbit.io/exchange?symbol=OOGI_USDT
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We are still trying to contact other exchanges to list Oogi token, in order to reach other users and to
help our community grow.

Partnerships:
●

Coingecko: https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/oogi

●

Coinmarket cap: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/oogi/

●

Nomics: https://nomics.com/assets/oogi-oogi/

●

TurtlesNFT: https://www.turtles.com/

